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Von der Nordsee of Fox Hill Farm

https://www.foxhillk9.com/German-Shepherds/

We specialize in breeding, raising, & training German Shepherds

Von der Nordsee of  Fox Hill FarmHere at Fox Hill Farm, home of Von der Nordsee German Shepherds, we believe in a solid temperament suitable for family life,

sport, or the work field. Our German Shepherds are bred for health, soundness and versatility. Von der Nordsee shepherds are known for their beauty and balance

both in their temperament as well as structure. We imported our foundation females  from Germany and we continue to introduce European blood to our lines

today. We understand the traits that a family seeks in a pet are different than those for police. That is why we have divided our breeding program into two.  Both

breeding programs share the priority of  health and stable temperament, but the energy level and drives set them apart. In a pet, we prefer a German Shepherd who is

active enough for recreation but can also settle well in the home when its time to relax. In our working German Shepherds, we prefer extreme drives so they can excel

in their work, always wanting more. Our pet German Shepherds are easy for children and adults to train together. Our working puppies would drive most families

crazy, but we adore them just the same. Our dogs are beloved family members who we have dedicated our life to raising and training.  While we love to train and

compete, we enjoy our dogs most as a family.  I enjoy seeing my dogs run free together on the farm, play in the sand at the beach, and sack out on the couch while we

watch a movie. I made the conscious decision for all of my shepherds to be pets first and Schutzhund dogs second, a choice I have made for myself, my family, and

my dogs. All content of this listing belongs to the Owner in this Listing! Copyright © All Rights Reserved.
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